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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let p(z) = EL, a,.~* be a polynomial of degree n such that ) p(z) ( I M 
for ) z ] = 1. By a very simple method C. Visser [l] proved that 
I a, I + I a, I I M. (1) 
By the method of Visser [I], van der Corput and Visser [2] later proved the 
following more general 
THEOREM A. Let p(z) = Ek, a# be a polynomial of degree n such that 
Ip(~)I~Mf~Izl~l.~fa,, a, (u < a) are two coeficients such that for 
no other coeficient a, # 0 we have w = u mod (v - u), then 
I a, I + I a, I s M. (2) 
Also 
I a,, I + I a, I I 4 jr I p(@) I de. (3) 
Besides, they proved that if F(B) = c:=-, akeike is a real trigonometric 
polynomial, i.e., a-, = &.,, then for k > n/2 
I a, I + + I Uk I 5 t j:” I W) I a. (5) 
The constant ain (5) was improved by Boas [3] to & (1 + 5 1/2)/r = 0.234.... 
He later obtained [4] the best possible result and proved that for h > n/2 
and any positive y 
1 aO / f 2y 1 ak 1 5 cy 
s 
Zn / F(B) 1 de (6) 
0 
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where C, is given by 
1 
cY = 21T - L+ 9 (7) 
and Q is the smallest positive root of sin p = $~(PT - 2~). 
The more general problem of determining the best possible estimate for 
where ho, h, are given nonnegative numbers was solved by Ya. L. 
Geronimus [SJ. He proved in particular the following: 
THEOREM B. If F(0) = X> a,eike is a real trigonometric polynomial then 
I a, I I & j-‘” I WI I de 
0 
where h is the greatest positive root of the algebraic equation 
m, ml *** mP : 
m-, m, --a m&-1 I _ ,- 0 (8) . . . . . . . . . . 
m-p m-p+1 a** ma ! 
with m, = 2, m, = m-, = (2h)b/s! (s = 1, 2, a*-, /3 = [n/k]). T& result is the 
best possible. 
An inequality analogous to (4) and (6) but involving 
namely 
M, = I&- j:” ) F(0) I2 de 11’2, 
lq,l +Zla,I _<tiM,, k > n/2 
was also proved by Boas [3]. 
(9 
Real valued trigonometric polynomials have recently been studied in 
detail by Rogosinski [6, 71 and Mulholland [8]. The following theorem, 
equivalent to a result of Mulholland [9, Theorem l] stands in analogy with 
Theorem B. 
THEOREM C. Ij F(B) = z> ukeiks is a real trigonometric polynomial such 
that [F(e) ( < M fm 0 _( t9 < 27r, then for k 2 1 
M 
1 a, ) 5 - cot R 
1 21’ 
where I= [a+$. (10) 
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The maximum is attained, in particular, for the polynomial 
-L& l)r-1 {eik(2r-1M + e-ik(22-1)e} 
r=1 
x (21-22ttI)cot 
i 
(2r - 1)rr 
21 + cot -$- 
I 
. 
II. STATEMENT OF REWLTS 
We shall first of all prove the following generalization of (1). 
THEOREM 1. Let p(z) = Ez, a,zy and q(z) = cz”,, b,~~ be polynomials of 
degrees n and m respectively such that 1 p(z) ( 5 j q(z) 1 for 1 z ( = 1. Zf q(z) 
has all its zeros in the closed exterior of the unit disc ( z 1 < 1, then 
laoI + Ia,/ I ILL m <n; (11) 
laoI+1411bo/+lMj m = n; (12) 
max(l a0 1, I a, I) I I h I - I b, I1 m > n. (13) 
If on the other hand q(x) has all its zeros in the closed interior of the unit disc, then 
laoI +la,l <IbolT m <n; (11’) 
max(l a0 IT I a, I) I I b, I - I b. It m > n; (13’) 
and (12) hold. 
We shall next prove a result analogous to Theorem A but involving 
[(1/27r) JF / p(eie) I6 dfIll/e, where 1 < 6 < ~0. We have 
THEOREM 2. Zf p(z) = ca, a,zv is a polynomial of degree n and a,, a, 
(u < v) are two coefficients uch that for no other coe#icient a, # 0 we have 
w = u mod (v - u), then for every 6 2 1 
where 
I a, I + / a, I I 2(CJ1/6 (& 1:” I p(e@) Is de)“’ 
c1, = 
2n =2-Gr(@+l) 
(2”i 1 +eialadp, q* 8 + 4) * 
(14) 
The result is best possible. 
Inequality (2) appears formally as a limiting case when 6 -+ 00. 
We also prove the following extension of (6). 
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THEOREM 3. If F(0) = ZL, a&* is a real ttigonmwtric po&tom&l and 
6 2 1, then for k > n/2 and any positive y 
where 
I a0 I + & I ah I I (Cy,d)lld (& Jr I F(e) Id de)lid 
'y,d = o!$t$ 1 
(1 + 2Ydd 
zn 
Go s 1 I +2rcos$Jddzj 
It may be noted that Theorem A is not applicable if u < v < n/2 or 
n/2 I; u < v. If n/3 4 u < v < 2n/3 or n/3 < u < v 5 2n/3 then 
also the theorem is not applicable. An estimate for the sum of the moduli of 
any two coefficients in terms of M is given by the following 
THEOREM 41 (W. K. Hayman). rf p(z) = xk, a#’ is a polynomial of 
degreensuchthatIp(a)I-<Mfor(z)IlandO~u<vIn,then 
laul +la,I 14+. (1% 
The result is the best possible. 
An estimate for ) a, ) + ( a, ) in terms of [(l/279 Jr I p(eie) Id dB]lld where 
8 2 1 is given by the following 
THEOREM 5. If p(z) = Ef=, a#’ is a polynomial of degree n and 
O~u<ver?l,the?zforeve?yS21 
where 
I a, I + I a, I I; 2W) (& 1: I We) Id (1831’d 
C(S) = (; 1: ) cos +(v - u) 8 Id’@-1’ dB)lb-l)‘d 
The result is best possible. 
If 0 < 2u < v 5 n or 0 5 u < 2v - II _< n we can replace ~M/v in (15) 
by a smaller number. 
THEOREM 6. If p(z) = EL, up’ is a polynomial of degree n such that 
lp(.a)II~f~l~l~Lt~ 
141 +la,I 57, 
if eitherO~2u<v~nwO~u<2v-n<n. Theresultirbestpossibk. 
1 This result was suggested to me by Prof. W. K. Hayman and has not been pre- 
viously published. 
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Another refinement of (15) and extension of (1) is given by proving the 
following 
THEOREM 7. If p(z) = Ego a~* is a polynomial of degree n such that 
Ip(2)l <MfOYlXJ jl,t?lenforv<n/2 
2M 
I a, I + I an+ I I __ cot 5 , where 
l= [2( 
n 
1 n-*u)+;]- (17) 
This maximum is attained, in pa&&r, for the polynomial 
f (- 1)1-a [3 cot (21 ;/3)x + cot -$I 
+ -*I + k(- 1)+-l [(21 - 3 + 1) cot (= yl UT + cot $1 p++-l)/(l-2~ 
+ . . . + + cot 5 .p + ..* + ; cot $ y(t-l)I(E-2) 
+ **- + f (- 1)z-2 [3 cot (2z U3ja + cot $1 zv(21-3)l(a-2~, 
where v/(2 - 2) is of course an integer. 
COROLLARY 1. If p(z) = z:, a$ is a poI+al of degree n such that 
Ip(a)\ 5ZMfor Jx\<l andv>n--u, the8 
ja,l +lauI 12McotX 
E 21” 
where 1=2+[&]. 
We also prove the following result analogous to Theorem 7 but involving 
the first mean value. 
THEOREM 8. If p(z) = EL0 a# is a polynomial of degree n, then 
where h is the greatest positive root of (8) with m, = 2, m, = m,, = (2h)“/s! 
(s = 1, 2, .a., b = Mfi - 2m. 
308 
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PM = zo a&* is a polynomial of degree n and 
1 23% 
au I + I 6 I 5 a J I A-@) I de o 
where h is the greatets positive root of (8) with m, = 2, m, = m-, = (2h)“/s! 
(s = 1,2, a**, p = 1 + [2U/(V - U)]). 
In the special case v < n/3, i.e., jl < 2, we have h = 1, and consequently 
I a, I + I an-” I SC 3 1:” I p(eie) I de. 
If v < 3n/8, i.e., p I 3, the precise estimate for I a, 1 + [ a,-, I will be 
obtained on finding h from the equation 
1 h h2 zh” 3 
h 1 h h2 
h2 h 1 h 
y h2 h 1 
=o 
or 
(1 - h2) [(I - h2)2 - ;] = 0. 
We therefore have the estimate 
I a, I + I 4nsv I I 0.284 sp,’ Ip(@) I de. 
We next apply Theorem A to prove the following 
THEOREM 9. If p(z) = 22, a;a” is a polynomial of degee n such that 
1 p(s) 1 5 Mfm x E Q, where V denotes the boundary of an ellipse whose major 
and minor axes are 2a and 2b respectively, then for v = n, n - 1 
(19) ’ av ’ ~2 [(a + b)/21V? [(a - b)/2]” ’ 
IhI I [(a + b)/2]*+1 : [(a _ b)/'J]v+l * I 114~) 1 1 dz 1. (20) y 
We then prove by a very simple method the following generalization of (9). 
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THEOREM 10. If g(t) = Z?$ bjeiit is a trigonometric polynomial, 
- Nl I u < v < w < N, and ml, 01~ and CL~ ate real, then 
011 I bu I + 012 I b, I + (~3 I b, I I (a; + a; + c#‘~ [& 1; 1 g(t) 12 dt]l”. 
Taking u = - K, v = 0, w = k, and 01~ = a2 = as = 1 we see that (9) is 
included in Theorem 10. 
In the end we make a few remarks about nonnegative trigonometric 
polynomials. 
III. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let q(z) have all its zeros in the closed exterior of 
the unit disc / x 1 5 1. If q(z) = (Z - ei”)“o Q(z), Q(eiao) # 0 then p(z) 
must have a zero of order at least m, at 2 = eim. We could otherwise find 
points of the unit circle sufficiently close to e<m where 1 p(z) ( > 1 q(z) j. 
This would contradict the hypothesis that 1 p(z) 1 5 1 q(z) ) for 1 z 1 = 1. 
The function p(z)/q(z) is analytic in j z 1 2 1 and therefore ) p(z) 1 < 
1 q(z) 1 for j z j = 1 implies that / p(z) 1 I ) q(z) j for \ z 1 < 1. In particular, 
) a,, / < 1 b, I. For every X such that ( X 1 > 1 the polynomial p(z) - Aq(z) 
will have all its zeros in 1 z 1 > 1. The product of the moduli of the zeros of a 
polynomial zr=, c,zy is given by j c,/c, 1 and therefore for I X 1 > 1, we have 
or 
I a0 - hbo I > I a, - & I 
according as m < n or m = n. Recalling that ) a, / < 1 b, 1 we can choose 
arg X such that I a, - hb, ) = / h I I b, I - I a, I and we shall get 
I~llboI-l~ol~lanl, 
or 
I X I I b. I - I a0 I > I an I - I h I I bn I 
according as m < n or m = n. Since 1 X I can be arbitrarily close to 1 we 
obtain (11) and (12). 
We can prove in the same way that if m > n then 
laoI I lb01 -lLl. (21) 
If we apply (21) to the polynomials P”(Z) = zn p(l/5) and q(z) we shall get 
IanIIIbol-lb,I. (22) 
(21) and (22) are together equivalent to (13). 
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If q(z) = zs b,,z~ haa all its zeros in the closed interior of the unit disc 
J z 1 < 1, the polynomial $(z) = ~fi p(T = x:s &~m-P~y hasall its zeros in 
1 z 1 2 1. Besides, for 1 z [ = 1, [ P(Z) [ = j q(z) (. By applying (II), (12) 
and (13) to the polynomials p(x) and @J(Z) we get the second half of Theo- 
rem 1. 
PROOF OF THE~RJZM 2. For 0 < y < 27r and 8 2 1 we have by Min- 
kowski’s inequality 
1 2n 
( I zro 
1 (ue-“y + beiY) + (be+ + a&) eip, Id &)I” 
1 
( s 
2n 
=- 
277 0 
1 e+(a + be{p) + e*y(b + ue+) Id &)lid 
5 (+ Jr 1 a + beQ Id dp))lid + (& jr 1 b + uf+ Id d*)l’d 
= 2 (& 1: 1 0 + be+ Id t&p)“‘. (23) 
Clearly, for any complex h 
J”Il +exp~(~-2argX)lddp,=~~/1 +eicldf+, 
0 
so that 
Thus 
1 ue-jy + J&J 1 
= (& ,f 1 @e-Q’ + &‘y) + (be-*Y + t&9) Id &J)“~. (24) 
By choosing y such that I a&’ + be*y 1 = I u 1 + 1 b I we can deduce from 
(23) and (24) that for every 6 2 1 
1 u 1 + 1 b 1 < 2(c#‘d (& jf 1 (1 + beicp Id dp)lld (25) 
where 
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If s and m are two positive integers then clearly 
s-1 
s z 
aAz’ = 2 e--tnikmls p(e2nik/sz). (26) 
v=m mod s k=O 
Let now uU, a, (U < V) be two coefficients such that for no other coefficient 
a, # 0 we have w = u mod (V - u). Put s = v - u and m = u. Taking 
the &th mean value of the moduli of the two sides in (26) and making use 
of (25) we obtain 
(v - 4 (I a, I + I a, I> 
< (v - u) 2(cd)1’d (& Jr 1 p(e”) Id d8)‘ld 
by Minkowski’s inequality. This proves Theorem 2. 
It is easily seen that the sign of equality holds if p(z) = cx + /3,zBz”, 
1011 =l16l. 
We note that if 6 > 0 then 
(I a I + lb 1)” ___- = (1 +- lb l/l a I)” 
1 
5 2n / a + beiq 1’ dy 2;;, Z& jrn / 1 + (b/a) eicp Id &,, = 0 
I max 0<7<a) 1 2* 
U+yld . 
s-r, s 
(1 +reiqld+ 
By the ordinary rules for determining maxima and minima it may be verified 
that the maximum on the right occurs for I = 1. So that 
where 
I a I + I b I I 2(cd)1’d (& J”: 1 a + beiq 18 c&I)~‘~, (25’) 
Let a,, a, (u < v) be two coefficients such that for no other coefficient 
a,,, # 0 we have w s u mod (v - u). An estimate for 1 a, I + I a,, I in terms 
of [(1/27r) J: I p(efe) Id de]l’d, where 0 < 6 < 1 can now be found out as 
follows. 
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Put s = w - II and m = u in (26). Taking the 6-th mean value of the mo- 
duli of the two sides and making use of (25’) we obtain 
@ - 4 (I a, I + I a, I> 
< (w - u)‘ld 2(cd)l” (& ,-; / p(&) Id &)lid 
by (6.13.6) of [9]. We may therefore state the following 
THEOREM 2’. If p(z) = cF4 a# is a polynomial of degree n and a,,, a, 
(u < w) are two coefiients such that for no other coeficbnt a, # 0 we have 
eu=umod(e, -u), thenfor < 6 < 1 
1 a, ( + / a, 1 g 2(cd)i’d (v - u)(l’d’-l ’ (2r J‘,r I p(eie) Id d8)l” 
,where 
cd=& 2T . 
I 
(1 +ei+‘lddg, 
0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. If 6 > 0 then for every positive y 
1 y +2rIbod = (1 4- 2~ I b l/l a V 
5, I‘ 1 a + 2b cos # Id d# kT 1: ( 1 +os# ldd#’ 
so that 
(I a I + 2~ I b lJd 
s ok% 1 (1 + 2v)d 
I 
- I I al +21blcos#Id&. 
Zi, I1 +2rcos$ldd# 
If k > n/2 then clearly 
R(a-,e-ike + a,, + akeiae) = ‘2 F (0 + T,) . 
1-O 
(27) 
(28) 
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Taking the &th mean value of the moduli of the two sides in (28) and making 
use of (27) we obtain for every 8 2 1 
I max 1+2y 
o<r<a, 1 
( s 
2l? l/dk 5 
( l j:” j F(B) )d dfd 
XT, 
11 $2rcos~IU4 
by Minkowski’s inequality. This proves Theorem 3. 
An estimate for 1 a, 1 + 27 1 ak ( in terms of [(l/&r) 1: ) F(6) I8 de]r” where 
0 < 6 < 1 can be obtained by using (6.13.6) of [9]. 
The cases 8 = 1 and 8 = 2 are particularly interesting. We observe that 
(7) and (9) are special cases of Theorem 3. In fact 
d 
i 
1+ w 
‘;i; 1 2n 
G, s 
I 1 + 2r cos # 1 d# 
27 /; 1 1 + 2~ ~0s 9 I d# - (1 + 2~) I 2 cos $1 dt,b 
= 27r 
,; 
!S 2n 0 
I 1 + 2r cos z,5 I d#)2 
y[m - 2 cos-l (l/29 + 2 d477] 
- -2~~4 (44r2 - l/Y) - 2y 1/472 - - 1 
(I 2x 1 1 + 2~ cos $ [ 
0 
d#)’ 
- 211 2 cos-l sin = x 4 y[n (l/29] - 2 [cos-l(l/2r)] 
(I 2n ( 1 + 2r cos I) 1 
0 
d#j2 
= 0 
if sin [cos-l(1/2r)] = * y[w - 2 COS-1 (1/2r)]. 
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Therefore 
274 + 34 
= O~zo 2[7r - 2 cos-l(1/2r) + 2 dm 
= 02% 
2741 + a4 
2 {7r - 2 cos-1(1/2Y) + Y sin [co+ (1/2Y)J} 
274 + 2yr) 
= 2 {7r - 2 cos-1 (I /2Y) + 2yr[?r - 2 cos-1 (1 pY)]) 
where p is the smallest positive root of sin q~ = *r(?l - 2q). 
On the other hand, it follows easily that 
ozz3 1 
(1 + Ml2 
* =1+29. 
5, I 
11 +2Ycos~~2d$h 
Therefore for K > n/2 we have from our theorem 
By applying the method of Boas [3] we can also solve the more general 
problem of determining an estimate for 
Let p = [n/k], 0 < p < 8 set {1~/@ + 2)). Then [IO] there is a nondecreasing 
function a(t) in [0,27r], whose Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients cj satisfy c, = 1, 
cl = cm1 = j3, c, = cMj = 0, j = 2, 3, -, p. Define a(t) in [2k?r, (% + 2)7~] 
by a(t) = k + cy(t - 2rk). Then the convolution . 
F(B) 36 $ a(kB) = kk 5’” F(8 - t) &(kt) 
0 
is a trigonometric polynomial g(0) whose coefficients b, are zero if j is not a 
multiple of k while S,, = a,,~,. Thus S, = a,; bfk = @a, ; S,, = 0 if 
1 Y ) > 1, since k(p + 1) > tl. 
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That is 
g(0) = a, + flukeike + #l,e--ike = -& s 
2n F(e 
7r 0 
- t) dol(kt). 
If 6 2 1 and y is any positive number, then by Theorem 3 it follows that 
I (CyJ1” (&If” / F(B) Id &f6. 
Hence, letting /I + *set {~/(p + 2)}, we obtain 
I~oI+l~kIys~c~~+2- __ < (C,,,,)“” (& 1:” / F(e) 16 dey 
with CY,d as in Theorem 3. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. If 0 I u < v I n and 0 I a: < 2n 
i 2n/ 1 + ei(~-u)O / d&l 0 
4M zz- 
?r ’ 
and by choosing OL such that ) uueiw + a,eiva ) = ( a, ( + / a, / we shall 
get the result. 
In order to prove that (15) is the best possible let f(0) - eie12 for 1 8 ( < v 
have the Fourier series representation 
f(e) = 2 ape. 
--m 
Then 
1 
a0 + al = 21; r 
1 n 
--I eie’2 de + g 
i 
--n e-i0/2 de 
=- i++ 
4 zc-. 
n 
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For every n > 0, we have by a classical result of FejCr [l 1, p. 440, Ex. 9] 
Iz 
P 
n + l - 1 y 1 a,e’Ye <1 
n+l - 9 v=-?I 
and so the Laurent polynomial 
&pie) = i; n +n’+-l 1 ” 1 ++e = 2 b&ive 
-n -?I 
is such that 
and 
/ 9(eie) 1 5 1 for o<e<27r 
I bo I + I 4 I = I 43 I + -& I a, j > $ - E 
where B can be made arbitrarily small by choosing n sufficiently large. Thus 
PZ(Z) is the polynomial which we wanted to construct. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5. If 0 _< u < v I n and 0 I 0~ -=c 27, then 
1 aueiUC’ + aveiVa 1 
where 1 < 6 < 00. If we choose 01 such that 1 aUeiUa + a,,eiVa 1 = I a, 1 + ] a, ] 
we shall get the result. 
In order to prove that the estimate is the best possible let 
g(e) = @J/2 tcos e/2)1/+1) for vi -0 
have the Fourier series representation 
g(e) = f$ c,e:,*T. i 
-m 
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Then 
/co/ + I%/ 2lco +4 
1 = 
= z;; I s 
eie’2 (cos e/2)1/(9-1) (1 + eeie) de 
--R 
= 2 1; J”; 
n 
(cos e/2)“““-” de\1’6 1; j; (cos c/2p-l) de[16-1)‘6 
=2(&j;l cos e/2 ,dl(d-1) de)“-“” ii j:” ) g(e) /d de)“‘. 
For a fixed 6 > 1 and E > 0 there exists [ll, p. 390, Ex. (i)] a positive 
integer N such that 
provided 7t 2 N. Thus the Laurent polynomial 
is such that for sufficiently large N 
N 
I do I + I 4 I = I co I + Ntl I cl I 
> (1 - 4 (I co I + I Cl I) 
> (1 - c) 2c(s) (& Jt” 1 g(e) 16 de]“’ 
2 (1 - c) & 2C(S) (& jy 1 Sc(eie) Id de]“‘. 
Hence ,z”Pipe(z) is the polynomial which we wanted to construct. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.2 It is known [12, p. 1401 that if f(z) = Z,“=, a,,~ 
is regular and 1 f(z) / < M in I x 1 5 1, then 
1 a, j 5 M - pd 
M . (29) 
2 In an earlier version of the paper we had proved this result by a different method. 
My attention was later drawn to formula (29) by Dr. J. Krzyi. 
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Now for 0 I 224 < w _( n, putting Y(z) = z’+~~~(z), w = e2ni/(u-u) and 
4 = Y-U, the function 
q.4 + q=> + **’ + e~v--u-14 = a + a zv-u + a 
2v-9 
2(v-u) 
(w - 24) zv-u * 21 
+ . . . 
of .$ is regular and in absolute value I M in I t ( I 1. Hence, by (29) 
[au1 <M--y (30) 
provided 0 < 224 < w < n. From this it easily follows that for 0 < 2u < 
w 5 n, we have 
Ia,1 +la,I Ly. 
The function 
h(z) = KV) - m - W)l 
maps the unit circle on itself. In 1 z ) < 2 it has the representation 
h(z) = [(l/2) - zl [I + (42) + (z!2)2 + ***I = fg 4Y. 
t-0 
Corresponding to every E > 0 we can find a positive integer N such that 
1 x2,, A,..z” 1 < 1 + d for I z ( I 1. For the polynomial pl(z) = zEO A#, 
IAoI +I41 =+ and therefore Theorem 6 is the best possible. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 7. Let p”(z) = z”p(l/Z) and consider the polynomial 
P(z) = eiy12p(z) + e-fY/2pO(z) = 2 (eiY12ay + e-W2~-v> ye 
*=a 
The trigonometric polynomial 
j?(e) = e-im3 p(@B) = i; (eiy/2a, + e-iy/2h-,) ef(2r-nV3 
v-0 
= 2 (efY/2a 
(n+w2 + e-iy12~-(n+p,,2) ei@, 
u--n 
-where the prime to the sign of summation indicates that p runs through the 
values - n, - n + 2, a**, n - 2, n-is clearly real and ( F(4) I < 2M for 
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OIe<27r.SetF(8)=ZZn P ce+ewherec,isOfor~=-~+l,-~+3, 
. . . and equal to eiy’2u(,,+r),2 + e-iY/2&+.P,,s otherwise. Applying Theorem C 
to the real trigonometric polynomial F(B) we conclude that 
where 1 = [(n/2~) + (3/2)]. If we now choose y such that 
I eiy’2utn+p),2 + e-iY/2a;n-a),2 I = I ~b+~)/~ I + I ++,~,l 
and replace (n - ~)/2 by Y we shall get 
where 
2M 
I %-v I + I a, I I 7 cot 5 
l= 2(n “2v) ++I *I 
The polynomial for which the maximum is attained can be easily con- 
structed with the help of the example of Theorem C. The proof of Theorem 7 
is very suggestive and we therefore omit the details. 
PROOF OFCOROLLARY 1. Consider the polynomial Aa) = EL,, &a” such 
thatd,=a,forvInandb,~Oforn<v<u+er.Ifweapply(l7)tothe 
polynomial As), fixing v = U, we shall get Corollary 1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 8. The proof is same as the proof of Theorem 7 
except that we use Theorem B instead of Theorem C. Since Theorem B is 
best possible it is clear from the proof that Theorem 8 is best possible. 
Corollary 2 can be deduced from Theorem 8 in the same way as Corol- 
lary 1 was deduced from Theorem 7. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 9. Let us assume that the major axis of the ellipse 
lies along the axis of x and tRe minor along the axis of y. The Laurent poly- 
nomial p[i (a + b) 5 + 8 (u - b)/f] takes on I f ) = 1 the same set of values 
as p(z) does on the boundary ‘& of the ellipse. 
P+(e) = PP[S (a + 4 5 + Q (Q - w51 
is a polynomial of degree 2n such that ) p+(t) 1 < M for 1 f I I 1. If 
p+(t) = z:,, B,e then it follows from (2) that 
I 4, I + I B,, I I M, I B, I + I Ban-1 I I; M- 
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Since B, = [(a - b)/2]” a,, 4n = [(a + @/21"um Bl = [(a - 4/21"-1 an-1 
and B,-, = [(a + b)/2]“-l a,-,, we obtain (19). 
If S(f) = pTN1, d,p where Nr and N, are positive integers then f%F(f) 
is a polynomial of degree Nr + N, and it follows from (3) that 
1 d-Nl+1 1 + 1 dN2--l 1 s t 1 I 963 I I d4 I. 
lbl-1 
(32) 
[8 (a + b) - 4 (a - b)/P] p[* (a + b) 5 + 8 (a - b)/f] is a function of the 
form p(6) = 22-N d,e with 
dN, = (i, = 8 (a + b+ a,,, 
deNI = d-,+, = - + (u - b)“+l a,,, 
d-N +1 = de,,-, = - 4 (a - b)n a,,-, 
d+i = d,+r = 8 (a + b)” a,-,. He&e from (31) and (32) respectively 
and 
Since the right-hand sides of (33) and (34) are equal to a J* I p(z) ] 1 dz 1 
we get (20). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 10. Clearly 
FI I h I + c+a I 4 I + 0~s I ho I I (4 + 4 + ,i,“’ (I 4, I2 + lb, I’ + I b, l$‘* 
5 (ai + 4 + G)“* @ 1 b, I’)“’ 
1 
= (4 + a; + 4)“’ (& s,; (g(t) Ia dt)“‘. 
It may be noted that the theorem would remain true for any number 
m I, Ni + N, + 1 of distinct indices u, v, w, ..a. 
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IV, RE~ULTSFORNONNEGATIVETRIGONOMETRICPOLYNOMIALS 
If F(6) = x:, a&@ is a real trigonometric polynomial then from Theorem 
2 it follows that for K > n/3 and 6 2 1 
I ak I = +(I ak i + / a+ I) I (C#ld (&jr I F(6) Id dO)lid (35) 
where Ca = 27r/JF 1 1 + e@ Id &. 
We shall prove a refinement of (35) for nonnegative trigonometric polyno- 
mials. 
If k > 42, then clearly 
k(a-,e-ike + akeike) = $ F (0 + F) , 
I=1 
and by Minkowski’s inequality it follows that for 6 2 1 
1 ( s 2n z-i0 1 a-@~ + a, + akeike 16 dO)l’d < (;; jr 1 F(6) Id cA?)“~. (36) 
If F(0) 2 0, then by a result of Egerviry and Sz&+z [13] 
1 =O 1 2 t ak 1 set [&+ 2 * k > 0. (37) 
In particular, for k > n/2 
and so we can find b-, and 6, such that 
a-,emike + a, + akeike = (bple-ike/Z + bleiko12) ($-le-ike/2 + j&pfU~). 
Therefore for 6 2 1 
) b-, I + ) b, 1 I 2(c2d)1’2d (& jr ) b-,e-‘ke12 + b,ei’ce/2 12d 8)1’2d 
= 2(Czd)l12d (& jr / amke-ik@ + U, + uKf? 18 dl)1’2d 
by (36). Since ) ak / = 1 b-, 1 ) b, 1 we conclude that for k > n/2 and 6 2 1 
1 =k 1 g %(I b-1 1 + 1 6, 1)” I (C2,)1’d (& jr 1 F(B) Id d(old. (38) 
This is the result we wanted to prove. 
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If F(B) = xz, a&& 2 0 then by a theorem of Fejer and Riesz there 
exists a trigonometric polynomial G(0) of degree 11, such that F(28) = 
G(B) G(B). It may be easily verified that if G(B) = 23, b&id then for v = n, 
a-1 
I =” I = I b-4 I I hi I. 
But for Y = tl, n - 1 and 
Consequently 
= 2(cdyd (& 1: 1 F(e) Id” de)“4 
(a,1 = lb-.I lb*1 la(lL + Ib2V 
2 (cd)Oid (& 1: 1 F(e) Id” de)2’d. 
It follows that for v = n, n - 1 and 8 2 8 
As 6 -P 00 we obtain from (38) that for k > 42 
However, if F(e) 2 0 and F(8) L; M then F(0) - i M is a real trigonometric 
polynomial 
H(e) = (u, - 9 M) 2 (QV~ + u-lp-y 
1 
such that 
1 H(e) I I M/2. 
By Theorem C we obtain for every k 2 I 
iaki <$cot& where I=(&+$. 
This result includes (39) and is clearly best possible. 
It has been proved by Boas [3, p. 443, see (2’)] that if F(B) = EL u,eid 
is real and I F(e) ( I M then for k > 0 
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so that 
laoI +21%ci 5mcos[n,~;+2. 
But if we assume that F(B) 2 0, then by (37) it follows that 
laoI +2l%I =I@01 +(2cos[nik;+2)luL1sec[n,k;+2 
+ f2 cos [n,R;+ 1 2 laoI +luklsecp$+2 -- 1 
= 8 i 1 +2cos[nlk;i+2 I( I a0 I + I ak I set p+;+ 2 
1 +2cos[n,K;t-2 1 M 
by (40), and we get a refinement of (41). 
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